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Volunteer Spotlight! 

This month, we would like to shine the spotlight on a volunteer who has gone above and beyond the call of 
duty in his work with Blue Thumb. Theron Blunck not only monitors Coffee Creek for Blue Thumb, but he 

also helps out with numerous education events. He has cheerfully and willingly answered the call whenever 
he is available, and has been an integral part of helping out at the Smithsonian Water/Ways Exhibit in 

Norman this year. Theron has only been a volunteer for us for a little over a year, and he has already poured 
his heart and soul into helping with Blue Thumb. Thanks for all you do, Theron, and we hope that you 

continue to grow with Blue Thumb and continue to be the awesome volunteer that you are! 

Count the Ways… the Water Ways! 

Blue Thumb is excited to be a part of an important exhibition from the Smithsonian Institution that kicks off 

this summer in Oklahoma: Water/Ways! A partnership of the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition 

Service (SITES) and state humanities councils, the exhibit will travel throughout Oklahoma during the next 

year. The exhibit’s journey through Oklahoma is underway at Norman Public Library East, where several 

volunteers have stopped by to help interested people understand the importance of water and what they 

can do to help preserve this precious natural resource! 



It Ain’t Easy Being Fishy 

Education, Education, Education 

Even though it’s summer and school is out, the learning never stops! Blue Thumb continues to educate people of 
all ages in every corner of the state and everywhere in between. The best part about teaching in the summer is we 

are able to get more people into creeks to experience the critters that live there. 

Fish collections have finally started! Every year, Blue Thumb and volunteers collect fish at a portion of our 
monitoring sites. One or more ecoregions are fished each summer. We collect fish on a rotating schedule, so your 
creek will be fished approximately every four or five years. During a fish collection, volunteers get a up-close view 

of the life in their creek, and while these days are long, they are rewarding and fun. 

Top left: Cheryl talks about the effects of 

nonpoint source pollution at the Ag in the 

Classroom Conference. 

Top right: Cheryl taught some day campers 

about creek life at Ray Harral Nature Park. 

Bottom: Matt and Cheryl get some one-on-

one interaction and talk about the 

importance of life in a creek at Mooser Creek 

in Tulsa at another day camp. 


